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Abstract
In musical instruments, the geometric design and material features of the instrument are the most important factors that determine the sound characteristics of the instrument. Traditional replication and experiment-based
handcrafting methods are predominant in the production of Turkish Folk
Music wind instruments. The instrument manufacturing and standardization
approaches, which include the relevant rules of physics and engineering practices, are limited purely to prototype studies for scientific research purposes.
It is almost impossible to find studies on Turkish Folk Music wind instrument design and production involving computer aided design and engineering applications. In this study, an example Turkish woodwind instrument, the
Turkish Treble Recorder (dilli kaval) is considered, and the air flow behaviour and acoustic (sound) power magnitudes that occur at different air flow
rates are simulated in a computer environment using a Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) simulation technique. In the study, numerical and visual
outputs related to air behaviour at different air flow rates that may be used in
the instrument manufacturing phases were obtained. Acoustic power level
was also measured experimentally. Simulation outputs (the acoustic power
level) were compared to experimental results in order to validate the simulation results. The comparison revealed that the highest relative difference was
calculated as 13.32(%). This value indicated that the simulation results were
reasonably consistent with the results of the experimental measurement. Additionally, this study was constructed as a case study that may provide reference
for future research studies in this field.
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1. Introduction
The Turkish Treble Recorder (Dilli Kaval), can be defined as a wind instrument
which takes the shape of a hollow tube with holes on it. There is evidence that
similar wind instruments of this type can be traced to the very early phases of
human history. The archaeological findings of Prof. Nicholas J. Conard (The
University of Tübingen, Germany) of a cave in Ahv Valley in 2008, reveal that
the 21.8 cm flute made up of the forearm bone of a griffon vulture is the oldest
instrument known so far. Using Radio Carbon analysis, it is known that this instrument dates back to earlier than 35,000 B.C. [1]. In addition to Europe, in
Asia, the “Sumerian Flute” which is believed was used as early as 5000 B.C., is
another sample which was found in a Sumerian grave dating back to 2800 B.C.
during excavations conducted by a committee from Pennsylvania University and
the British Museum [2]. It is very difficult to give precise statements about the
origin of the flute/recorder or reedpipe; however, archaeological findings show
that reedpipes have been used for a very long time. Although these instruments
are termed flutes “in the cultural and musical systems of the nations in terms of
their structural features”, it is seen that morphologically similar instruments are
referred to by various names in different geographical region. The reedpipe is
referred to as “flute” in Ancient Egypt, “Auloş” in Assyrian-Phenicia-LydianHebrew-Syria and Ancient Greece, and “Nâ” by Sumerians [3]. It is assumed
that Kaval, the Turkish term for reedpipe, is derived from the word “kav” which
means empty and hollow in Turkish [4]. This term is similar to the word “oyuk,
ovuk, kovuk, and kavuk” which all mean “hole in the tree trunk”. In Anatolian
geography, it is also possible to hear the word “Kaval” as “kuval, guval, gaval, or
gavel” due to the various dialects of Turkish [5].
The Turkish Treble Recorder can be defined as a wind instrument which is in
the shape of a hollow tube. Reedpipes are valid in various types, 25 - 80 cm in
length, provided that they have 5 - 7 holes on the front and a thumb hole in the
back. Trees such as plum, apricot and juniper are generally preferred in the
production of reedpipes. It is possible to classify the Treble Recorder into two
types: as duct and end-blown in terms of blowing function. Sound is obtained by
blowing directly into a tongue (duct) structure (labium) that serves to make
sound at the tip. The end-blown kaval, on the other hand, does not have any
tongue (duct) structure that allows it to make a sound with both ends and it is
sounded with the ability of the performer to blow at a certain angle position. In
addition, it is possible to say that both types of reedpipes have diatonic and
chromatic curtain structures in various regions within the framework of the
musical structure characteristics of the region. Turkish Treble Recorder has features that provide a wide sound field by obtaining 8, 5 and 4 accretions from its
curtains according to the blowing intensity. Therefore, the intensity of the air
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being blown by a musician, plays an important role in the performance of the
instrument.
When examining the instruments used in present Anatolia, it is seen that
there is a limited number of studies on the sound formation, sound characteristics and instrument manufacturing techniques of the instruments. This situation
is also true for the Turkish Treble Recorder, which is one of the Turkish Folk
Music woodwind instruments. Nowadays, the production of the Turkish Treble
Recorder is undertaken with traditional sampling, using trial and error methods
of producers from the past to the present in addition to the efforts of professional local performers. However, the personal performance differences that
emerged with the extensive use of woodwind instruments in professional performance and education over time, lead to the structural diversity of the instrument. Therefore, as in all instruments, in order to ensure unity in the field of
professional performance and education, it is necessary to understand the sound
formation processes of the woodwind instruments under certain scientific foundations and methods and to make standard production methods applicable.
Considering international literature, shows us that research on the physical
sound production mechanisms of wind instruments was first examined by
Helmholtz (1885) and Rayleigh (1894) [6]. Fundamentally, Helmholtz (1885)
explained the movement of air flow generated within the instrument (jet flow:
air flow created by spraying fluid from a certain geometry) in terms of the convection of the musical instrument with the acoustic flow at the inlet of the resonator [7]. Rayleigh (1894), on the other hand, revealed that the jet flow has an
unstable structure that can increase the acoustic field formed in a reedpipe geometry [8]. These two studies have contributed scientifically in terms of defining
the intra-instrument air flow that occurs in wind musical instruments and explains other phenomena related to sound physics theoretically. Subsequent studies have greatly expanded the phenomenon of sound formation in wind instruments with research based on experimental methods [9]-[26].
McIntyre et al. (1983) emerge as the pioneer of the first simulation studies on
sound generation in wind instruments [27]. Recently, international studies in
this field using advanced computers and numerical method-based engineering
simulations contribute to this research area [28]-[35]. These literatures also provide a good understanding of numerical solutions of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in various aspects of sound production in recorder like
musical instruments.
Considering such studies today, it can be concluded that the number of scientific studies in which sound physics and the new generation of computer aided
engineering applications actively applied in the production of such instruments
are limited internationally, and that, unfortunately such studies are almost
non-existent in Turkey. In the field of Turkish Folk Music, there is no previous
research involving Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation that aids in
the optimised production of woodwind instruments.
In this study, the aim is to simulate the behaviour of air flow in an example
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2021.111001
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Turkish Treble Recorder and to understand how the air flow changes in frequency and acoustic power magnitudes at different breath (jet flow) rates. In the
study, the behaviour of air flow occurring at different breath rates in the Turkish
Treble Recorder was simulated by means of the CFD techniques. As a result,
useful numerical and visual outputs were obtained that may be used in the design and manufacture of the geometric structure of such music instruments.

2. Material and Method
2.1. Acoustic and CFD
The primary goal of Musical Instrument Physics Research, in order to contribute
to the scientific understanding of the field, is to design precise models that are
very close to the acoustic properties of traditionally produced instruments. In
this context, when the flute and flute-like wind instruments are considered, the
flow in the instrument mouthpiece becomes more complicated with the separation of the flow in the instrument duct (labium). This causes the scattering of the
vortexes formed in the flow channel in the air flow and the change of the jet flow
structure from laminar to turbulent flow. The unstable flow formed here, creates
an acoustic value. Based on the work of Lighthill (1952), Proudman (1952) derived analytical expressions to approximate sound intensity resulting from isotropic turbulent flow occurring at low Mach numbers in terms of kinetic energy
and propagation rate of flow turbulence [36] [37]. The major advantage of this
approach is that the flow-induced acoustic value for the steady-state condition
can be estimated from the resolved CFD calculation data [38].
Proudman’s approach gives the acoustic power depending on the unit volume
of isotropic turbulence in terms of W·m−3.

 u3  u5
Pa = αρ0   5
 l  α0

(1)

In Equation (1), u and l are the turbulent velocity and length scale. Also, α0 is
the sound speed and this value is defined as a pattern constant. Equation (1) can
be rewritten in terms of turbulent energy (k) and turbulent dissipation (ε) as
follows:

Pa = α ε ρ0ε M t5

(2)

Here;
Mt =

2k

(3)

α0

The rescaled α0 constant is considered as 0.1 in the CFD software based on the
calibration of Sarkar and Hussaini (1993) [39]. So, the acoustic power value calculated from Equation (4) can also be expressed in decibel (dB).

 P
L p = 10 log  a
 Pref






(4)

In Equation (4), Pref is the reference acoustic power and it is accepted as
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1.00e−12 (W·m−3).
CFD is a numerical method used to analyse the flow and thermal behaviour of a
fluid in engineering applications. The history of CFD started in the early 1970’s.
Around that time, it became an acronym for a combination of physics, numerical mathematics, and, to some extent, computer sciences employed to simulate
fluid flows [40]. The main purpose of CFD-based flow simulations is to understand the physical events that occur during the flow of defined fluid around and
in the internal fluid regions of the geometry/objects [41]. Advanced computing
technologies, aid us successfully and widely in many different engineering applications. The solution of Navier-Stokes equations is the basic process in
order to simulate a three-dimensional (3D) flow behaviour in a CFD analysis.
In this process, the following factors are included: fluid mass, momentum and
physics laws regarding energy conservation used in fluid behaviour calculations. The fluid simulation process is performed by following a certain basic application algorithm in the software [42]. The application algorithm is given in
Figure 1.

2.2. CFD Geometry
Flow behaviour in CFD simulations is directly related to the geometry of the objects under consideration and realistic geometric modelling plays an important
role in obtaining realistic simulation results. For this reason, the 3D model of the
woodwind instrument discussed in this study, considering the original dimensions, was created in SolidWorks 3D parametric solid modelling software by
means of a reverse engineering approach. In this study, a Turkish Treble Recorder (F#) with a total of eight holes and a length of 305 mm and an average inner hole diameter of 11.5 mm was used. Verge (1995) suggests a certain ratio
between dimensions in the measurement of jet opening and duct geometries in
wind instruments such as the flute [6]. This ratio is defined as approximately 4.
However, the basic measurements may vary since the geometric dimensions of
the fipple and the mouthpiece (jet opening), where the sound is produced, may

Figure 1. CFD Application algorithm (flowchart).
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2021.111001
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not have a certain standard in the production of the traditional Turkish Folk
Music woodwind instruments. In the example Turkish Treble Recorder geometry, the distance between the jet opening and duct was 6 mm, the jet inlet and
outlet height was 1.7 mm and 0.85 mm, respectively, and the tongue angle was
12.5˚. Images of the Turkish Treble Recorder discussed in the study and its 3D
solid model details are given in Figure 2.

2.3. CFD Analysis
Although numerical method-based simulation studies integrated with modern
computer and related software technologies can provide satisfactory approximate solutions in modelling physical realities, modelling and simulating physical phenomena addressed in nature and in controlled environments in
accordance with physical realities contains some difficulties. Some of these limiting challenges can be listed as: material, fluid, dynamic environmental factors
and the like, which cannot be predicted and encountered in the analysis setup
stage. For this reason, analysis setups are determined within the framework of
some mandatory assumptions for this type of numerical method based simulation study. Accordingly, in the Turkish Treble Recorder analysis setup discussed
in this study, the first four tones from the head of the recorder were assumed in
closed playing position (D0, D1, D2 and D3 tone holes were closed) and four
different breath speeds (air intake rates) (2 m·s−1, 4 m·s−1, 5.5 m·s−1 and 10 m·s−1)
were taken at this position; thus, the air flow behaviour was investigated for this
recorder model. SolidWorks Flow Simulation (CFD simulation) software was
utilised in order to simulate the air flow behaviour in and around the recorder

Figure 2. Images of the Turkish Treble Recorder and the 3D solid model details.
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2021.111001
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discussed in the study. Breath rates were measured experimentally with reference
to four different note values with four different frequency values using an adjustable air compressor and anemometer; these were defined as the input parameters in the simulation. Each measurement was carried out in triplicate during
the trials. In addition, acoustic (sound) power levels at these four different frequencies values were also measured using a mobile sound level meter (decibel
meter). Acoustic power level measurements were recorded with a sampling rate
of 5 Hz over a duration of 10 s, and average acoustic power level values were
calculated for each frequency value. Air was defined as the fluid. Identical
boundary conditions are defined for each analysis setup; the recorder model is
assumed to be a rigid geometry, and the surface roughness is accepted as 2 µm.
In the analyses, a gravitational constant (9.81 m·s−1) was taken into consideration
and it was assumed that the recorder was played at ambient temperature (20˚C)
under 1 atm (101,325 Pa) ambient pressure. In all analyses, the original geometry of the solid model has been preserved and the ornamental channels located
in the outer geometry of the recorder were included in the analysis in order to
observe the air flow in the outer region of the recorder. The simulation technology utilised in this study is based upon the use of cartesian-based meshes and
meshing technology is one of the key elements of the CAD/CFD bridge for
CAD-embedded CFD. As a result of using cartesian-based meshes, the model
have cells which are located fully in solid bodies (solid cells), in the fluid (fluid
cells) and cells intersected the immersed boundary (which is termed “partial
cells”) [43]. In the CFD model, the cell separation process (meshing) was performed to model the flow behaviour with satisfactory accuracy by considering
the number of cells in the software and the solution time optimisation. Analyses
were performed at the domain of the fluid computing volume of 340 mm × 60
mm × 60 mm. In many flow analyses, defining the parameters related to turbulent flow is a complex process. The simulation software utilised in this study
employs transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation
rate, using the k-ε model [43]. The modified k-ε turbulence model with damping
functions proposed by Lam and Bremhorst (1981) describes laminar, turbulent,
and transitional flows of homogeneous fluids [44]. In this context, the parameters related to linear and turbulent flow are defined as automatic values that are
suggested in the simulation software and calculated according to geometry and
fluid type (Turbulent Energy (k) = 1 j·kg−1; Turbulent Dissipation (ε) = 1
W·kg−1) [42]. Boundary conditions, cell structure, numerical data collection lines
and experimental measurement results defined in the analysis setup are shown
in Figure 3.

3. Results and Discussion
After the completion of analysis setup phase, all analyses were solved. Visual and
numerical results were obtained. The simulation results visually demonstrated
the air flow behaviour in and around the recorder at different breath rates. In
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2021.111001
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Figure 3. Boundary conditions defined in the analysis setup, cell structure, data collection lines and experimental measurement details.

this flow behaviour, the highest air velocity, pressure and acoustic (sound) power level regions inside the kaval, and numerical values in these regions, were obtained. In addition, data collection lines were created to reveal the air flow velocity and pressure changes inside the ducted tube and the open tone holes in the
handle area (Figure 3) and the change in these lines was graphically expressed.
Visual and graphical outputs showing simulation results are given in Figures
4-7, and numerical data and graphical expressions of experimental measurement
and simulation outputs are given in Figure 8.
Examining the numerical results of the simulation indicates that with the increase in the inlet breath rate, an increase occurs in the values of the inner recorder velocity, pressure and acoustic power level (Figure 8). Noting these values, the increase inside the recorder air velocity and pressure define an almost
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2021.111001
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Figure 4. Simulation outputs of Analysis 1.

Figure 5. Simulation outputs of Analysis 2.
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2021.111001
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Figure 6. Simulation outputs of Analysis 3.

Figure 7. Simulation outputs of Analysis 4.
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2021.111001
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Figure 8. Numerical data and graphical expressions of experimental measurement and simulation outputs.

completely linear streamline with the increase in inlet breath rate, while the
acoustic power level shows a nonlinear difference at the highest inlet air velocity.
The maximum flow velocity value in a recorder’s duct region was found to be
27.773 m·s−1 and the highest inlet air velocity value was 10 m·s−1. Also, the highest acoustic (sound) power level at this inlet air speed was calculated as 88.93 dB.
However, for cross-section fluid behaviour, in Analyses 1 and 2 (V = 2 m·s−1 and
V = 4 m·s−1), air vortexes that support sound formation are seen in smaller diameter and more than one in number, under the jet opening. It has been observed in Analyses 3 and 4 (V = 5.5 m·s−1 and V = 10 m·s−1) that these vortexes
are larger and singular. This situation reveals how sound formations at different
frequencies change with air movement in terms of acoustics. Fluid motion has a
direct relationship with the geometry in which it flows. As the flow vortex behaviour and sound formation will change depending on this geometry, the exact
sizing of these geometries will play a critical role in the standardisation efforts of
this type of wind instrument. Another issue is the material from which the instrument is made. Based on experience, it is understood that the material texture
of the wood used in such wood-structured wind instruments is effective on
sound formation. Since the recorder geometry discussed in this study is considered to be rigid, the effect of material texture on the change of acoustic power
level is not included in these analyses. However, this situation can be addressed
in further studies.
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2021.111001
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Figure 9. The comparison of experimental measurement and simulation results.

CFD simulation technique is very useful in revealing the air flow behaviour in
this type of fluid analysis, however, it should be highlighted that this type of numerical method-based simulation study only provides approximate solutions to
real-life physical events. For this reason, the extent to which the results obtained
in simulation studies reflecting real physical conditions should be carefully evaluated. At such, the most appropriate method in validating simulation results is
to perform experimental validation. In this study, a comparison of simulation
and experimental data was carried out through acoustic power (sound) level
measurements. Percentage relative differences of the simulation results were
calculated with reference to the experimental data. As a result, the relative difference varied between 7.05% and 13.32% (Figure 9). This indicates that the
values obtained from the simulation results are compatible with the experimental measurements to a satisfactory level [45].
For the final evaluation result for the simulation validation study: unexpected
and unpredictable dynamic conditions in actual operating conditions, limits in
simulating these conditions, a solution approach specific to numerical methods,
mandatory assumptions made to eliminate the limits within the framework of
this approach, considering the capacity of the simulation solver platform and
eliminating any anomaly in the obtained flow behaviour, it was concluded that
all CFD analyses set up to simulate the physical conditions defined for the Turkish Treble recorder, were all undertaken correctly and had the ability to
represent satisfactorily, the real flow behaviours and could be used in the production of this woodwind instrument.

4. Conclusion
Unfortunately, it cannot be said that there is a standardisation in the geometric
structure and thus, the manufacture of wind instruments for Turkish Folk Music. When we examine the techniques used by the present instrument manufacturers, we notice that they generally use the measurements that were predetermined by trial and error. This situation leads to the structural diversification of
the instrument and creates the risk of losing its original structure from the past
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2021.111001
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over time. However, in order to ensure unity in the field of professional performance and education in the use of such instruments, it is necessary to reveal the
acoustic formation processes and standard geometric features under certain
scientific foundations and methods. Thus, by making standard production methods applicable, it will be possible to carry these instruments to the future and
to achieve unity in instrument training. Computer-aided design and manufacturing applications that are developing today have become applicable in studies
related to Turkish Folk Music instrument design and manufacturing. However,
there are very few such studies in terms of quantity. Therefore, this can be considered among the first examples of such studies in Turkey for a Turkish treble
recorder. In this study, an example Turkish treble recorder is considered and
useful simulation outputs representing the flow behaviours inside the recorder
that occur in sound formation at different frequency values are obtained. These
outputs can be used in the production of this type of wind instrument. The simulation outputs were evaluated experimentally, with the maximum difference
ratio calculated (13.32%); thus, it was found that the simulation results were
compatible with the experimental measurement results. Moreover, this study is
constructed as a case study that will provide reference for further research in this
field.
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